A is for anti-vaxxer.

It’s also for Amanda Gorman, Afghanistan, Adele, antiwork, Aaron Rogers, Astroworld Festival, and ableist.
B is for Bernie’s Mittens.

It’s also for Biden, banned (Trump on all social, Parler taken down), Basquiat, Britney Spears, Bridgerton, breakthrough case, Broadway re-open, booster, Bennifer (return of JLo & Ben), Buy Nothing, Bones Day, Blue Origin, big yikes, Black Girl Summer, bing bong, and Bo Burnham
C is for cheugy.

It’s also for climate crisis, conservatorship, comeback, Coinbase, Colin Powell, cassava, Clubhouse (???), Crypto Kicks (Nike), cap, couldn’t be me, curve, and Couch Guy.
D is for Delta Variant.

It’s also for Deb Haaland, Derek Chauvin Trial, Dogecoin, during the panini, Dalgona candy, digital art, Doja Cat, digital minimalism, and drip.
E is for Ethereum.

It’s also for Elon and entering the Metaverse.
F is for #FreeBritney.

It’s also for fully vaccinated, Field of Dreams Game, Friends reunion, FaZe Clan, and fit.
G is for geriatric millennial.

It’s also for Great Reshuffle, Great Resignation, Georgia Election Law, GameStop Stock, global supply chain shortage, and girlboss.
H is for **Hot Girl Summer**.

It’s also for **Harry & Meghan Interview**, **Hurricane Henri**, and **Hurricane Ida**.
I is for insurrection.

It’s also for impeached, Indigenous Peoples Day, Infrastructure Bill, and it’s the ____ for me.
J is for Jean War (Gen Z mom jeans vs. Millennial skinny jeans).

It’s also for January 6th (or Capital Riots), and Judas & the Black Messiah.
K is for Kyle Rittenhouse Trial.

It’s also for Kim & Kanye Breakup, and Kyrie Irving.
L is for Labor Shortage.

It’s also for Let’s Go Brandon, long covid, lewk, Loki, and Lindsay Lohan’s comeback.
M is for **Metaverse**.

It’s also for Joe Manchin, Michael K. Williams, meme stock, meme trade, Montero, Mental Health Day (*that finally reaches schools and corporate culture*), mandate, Megan Fox & MGK, and main character.
N is for NFT.

It’s also for neurodiverse, not me, no cap, No Bones Day, and non-binary.
O is for Omicron.

It’s also for One & Done (J&J).
P is for Proof of Vaccination.

It’s also for PS5, Paris Climate Accord, Pandemic Flux Syndrome, Pete Davidson, post pandemic, Paris Hilton’s wedding, panini & panorama (instead of using the word Pandemic), and periodt
Q is for Quitting.
R is for Roe V. Wade.

It’s also for responsibility (Alec Baldwin, covid response, Astroworld, Facebook algorithm, etc.), recall election, return to normal, return to office, re-opening, Reddit Army, red flags, ratio, and rent-free.
S is for Space Race.

It’s also for Squid Games, Suez Canal, Striketober, shortage, Sheeple, supply shortage, SHEEEEEESH, Screenwear *(instead of streetwear it’s what you wear on the screen)*, Sour, sksksksksk, and simp.
T is for Tik Tok Therapy.

It’s also for Taylor Swift’s scarf, Texas Abortion Ban, Twentieth Anniversary (9/11), Ted Lasso, and Travis Scott.
U is for understanding the assignment.

It’s also for uncancel and unemployed.
V is for **vaxed & waxed**.

It’s also for vaccine, vaccine mandate, vax, vaxed, vaccine passport, vaccination status, and variant.
W is for WallStreetBets.

It’s also for Wandavision, and Wild Summer.
X is for X (collaborations).

It’s also for Xbox X Series, Lil Nas X, SpaceX, and Monsta X.
Y is for you’re done.

It’s also for yikes.
Z is for Zendaya.

It’s also for Zillow, Zoot, and zaza.